
Lesson 1
Corgi Piano: 

Tilemap and Sprite 
Video tutorial: bit.ly/scorner5601 
Video Game: bit.ly/scorner5601v

Introduction
● Today we are going to start 

designing our first musical 
video game.

Video games, what do we 
need to do to design them?

Do you know any coding 
languages?

What is block-based coding?



Open Google Chrome*, let’s start!
1. Search www.makecode.com 

> Choose Arcade. 

2. New project > give it a name.

3. Hit ‘Create’!

* Or Safari, Firefox, Microsoft Edge

But make sure they are updated 

How does this software work?

Emulator

Menu of 
the codes

Coding Area

You can switch 
to JavaScript 
here.

You can 
change the 
language.



Create your first tilemap
1. Scene > set tilemap to 
2. Connect it to ‘on start’.
3. Click the grey square.

Click 
here to 
edit.

Editing the tilemap 
Pen and 
rubber 
other 
drawing 
tools.

Tiles.

Draw
walls.

Walls make 
our tiles 
solid.

undo

You can 
design your 
own tiles.



Level design
1. Change the tilemap size to 40 by 8 from the bottom left.
2. Create some steps for the little corgi.
3. Set a cradle for the piano keys.
4. Design some platforms for the Easter egg (a surprise treasure). 
5. Cover the tiles with the wall overlay to make them solid.
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Click here 
to draw 
walls!

5 When you 
finish, click 
‘Done’.
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Background colours
Scene

Choose your favourite colour! 

I choose sky blue!
It’s sunny and 
happy :)



Extensions: Corgio
1. Go to ‘Advanced’, click on 

extensions.
2. Choose ‘corgio’.
3. It will appear at the top of the 

code menu.

Create and rename the sprite
1. Grab the top block from 

corgio.

2. Connect it to On Start.

3. Rename it with New Variable.



Set our sprite and make a new variable
1. Grab all 4 of movement blocks 

and connect them.

2. ERROR, why?

3. Match the variable names.

Plenary
1. Tilemap design

What was the size of our tilemap? 

How did we change it?

2. Background colours

3. Sprite and its motion 

Where can we find the corgio extension?

What did we change in corgi’s blocks?

Don’t forget 
to test me!


